Whether consciousness plays a causal role in cognitive processing remains debated. According to Benjamin Libet, consciousness is needed to deliberate and veto an action that is initiated unconsciously. Libet offered that the deliberation window takes place between the time of conscious intent (W) and action (MR). We further examined this deliberation-veto hypothesis by measuring the length of the temporal window (W-MR) when making easy and difficult choices. If Libet were correct that the W-MR is intended for evaluation and cancelation, we should expect a shorter W-MR for an easy decision since less deliberation is presumably needed. Instead, we observed a less intuitive effect: The W-MR window in the easy trials was longer than the W-MR window in the difficult ones. Our results suggest several interpretations including the idea that consciousness may play a causal role in decision making but not in a straightforward manner as assumed by Libet's veto hypothesis.
The duration between the moment of intent and the time of action is necessary to deliberate and plan an action. Judicial affairs may also rely partially on this temporal window to determine whether a criminal act is premeditated by considering whether there is sufficient time to think and carry out the action. Depending on the nature of the action, this deliberation window could range from seconds to months and years. Importantly, if the duration is determined to be sufficient for deliberation, the action is considered premeditated, and the degree of punishment is determined accordingly. In this manner, it is assumed that consciousness has a causal role toward the production of actions. Yet measuring intention in a laboratory setting and understanding its causal role in action remain challenging.
One obstacle in measuring intention is due in part to the difficulties in determining this private and subjective experience of intent. Subsequently, this makes it challenging to systematically examine the role of this time window. One of the earliest attempts to scientifically mark the timing of intent was carried out by Benjamin Libet and colleagues (Libet et al., 1983) . In their experiment, participants were asked to perform a simple wrist flexion and verbally indicate the moment when they first became aware of the decision to do so. Libet called this time of intent to act "W" for will (and assumed it was to be the onset of conscious awareness). This time W was then temporally mapped in reference to the actual time of motor execution. The authors observed W to precede the motor response (MR) by 200 ms, and both moments were preceded by the readiness potential, brain activity involved in the initiation and preparation of motor acts (Kornhuber and Deecke, 1965) . Many in the field have interpreted this to mean that actions are unconsciously initiated rather than by a conscious thought or desire to act (e.g. Fried et al., 2011; Soon et al., 2008) . This in turn suggests that the conscious experience of intent is simply an illusion and does not have a causal role (e.g. Wegner, 2004) . However, Libet's This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/ licenses/by-nc/4.0/), which permits non-commercial re-use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oup.com method and results are controversial and the interpretation remains debatable. Several thinkers have cautioned that the Libet task might not efficiently address the causal question due to a range of concerns, including its ecological validity [e.g. Breitmeyer, 1985 ; See open peer commentary in Libet (1985) ], movement-related perceptual biases in the clock used for W (e.g. Joordens et al., 2002) , and reliability of the W report (e.g. Banks and Isham, 2009) .
In response to the interpretation that free will is epiphenomenal, Libet (1985) offered an alternative view: He postulated that the conscious window between time W and the motor response (henceforth, W-MR) is essential for free will to make the ultimate decision of whether to continue with the action in progress or to cancel it. The hypothesized purpose of the W-MR window thus implies that consciousness has a causal role in the chain of action. While Libet's research has provided a valuable groundwork toward the empirical understanding of the conscious W-MR window, the hypothesized role as a veto window, however, raises additional questions. One of the concerns is that Libet's wrist flexion task is simple and automatic, resulting in minimal consequences. Such a task requires minimum cognitive resources and therefore is not likely an optimal task to investigate free will and the W-MR as the veto window [e.g. Breitmeyer (1985) ; See open peer commentary in Libet (1985) ]. In life, volition is often associated with a more complex, effortful process. It is unclear from Libet's simple task how the W-MR window might vary with decisions of different degrees of complexity. For instance, would the magnitude of the W-MR window increase with decisional complexity? According to the dual process theory of decision-making, simple decisions are automatic and less deliberative, whereas more difficult decisions require a controlled process and an extended deliberation window (James, 1950; Kahneman and Frederick, 2002; Sloman, 1996; Stanovich and West, 2000; Wason and Evans, 1975) . If Libet's deliberation-veto theory holds and the W-MR period serves as the period of deliberation and cancelation, it would follow that an easy decision requires a shorter W-MR compared to a difficult decision. Such evidence would strengthen Libet's claim.
Although efforts have been made to understand the W-MR window (e.g. Caspar and Cleeremans, 2015; Sirigu et al., 2004) , some of which involve using higher abstract thought (Soon et al., 2013) and some were ecologically-driven (Schultze-Kraft et al., 2016) , to our knowledge, there is no direct assessment of how the W-MR window varies with decisional complexity in a more naturalistic and ecologically valid context. Moreover, some of the related research seems to contradict the predictions made by the deliberation-veto hypothesis. For instance, participants in Haggard and Eimer's (1999) study performed a series of voluntary actions and reported time W in each trial. Via a median split, the authors categorized the W reports from individual subjects either as early or late Ws. On the assumption that Haggard and Eimer's early W is equated to the W of simple and easy decisions, and the late W to the W of complex decisions (Lau et al., 2006) , we were interested in seeing if the corresponding W-MR would vary between these two types of W trials. Although the authors did not compute the W-MR based on their data, we were able to do so independently using the values reported in their publication. If consistent with Libet's deliberation-veto hypothesis, W-MR for the early W trials (presumably easy trials) should be shorter since the decision would not require an extensive deliberation. However, this was not the case: the averaged W-MR for the early trials was 530 ms, whereas the W-MR for the late trials (presumably difficult) was significantly shorter, at 179 ms. It is unclear why the gap between W and the motor response was longer in the early intent trials than in the late trials. That is, why would the participants wait longer to actually act even though they had felt intent sooner? These counterintuitive observations thus add to the concern of whether W-MR serves a purpose different from one postulated by Libet. To better understand the functions of the conscious window W-MR, the current study is aimed to characterize W-MR in a more ecological and systematic fashion. We employed a modified Libet paradigm and measured the W-MR period for simple and complex decisions. As mentioned earlier, Libet's original wrist flexion task is often criticized as nonecological and is inappropriate to addressing the question of free will because it is too simple, even becoming automatic as the experiment progresses. It also does not have any consequences. To address this, the experimental task in the current study was designed so that the participants needed to deliberate, and that their decisions varied in degree of complexity and consequences. In this manner, the evaluation of the W-MR characteristics would be made in reference to more realistic decisions, and we believe our experiment is a step closer toward ecological validity.
Based on the decision-making literature (e.g. Kahneman and Frederick, 2002; Sloman, 1996; Stanovich and West, 2000; Wason and Evans, 1975) , we anticipated a shorter W-MR period associated with easy decisions, and longer W-MR period with difficult decisions. This in turn would strengthen the support for the decisional hypothesis that the W-MR period has a causal role in action. On the other hand, if the manner in which W-MR varied with decisional complexity deviated from those predicted by the decision-making literature, it would suggest that the purpose of the W-MR window in decision-making might not be as straightforward as predicted by the deliberation-veto hypothesis. Alternatively, this same unexpected result could also resonate, at least partially, with nondecisional cognitive processes. For example, W-MR might be a byproduct of inaccurate introspection [e.g. Banks and Isham (2009) , suggested that the decision time W is not directly perceived, but retrospectively inferred from the perceived timing of action]. An inaccurate or biased W would raise the question of whether Libet's W-MR is the true conscious veto window. Subsequently, this leads to the question of whether consciousness has any causal role toward action execution.
Experiment 1
Participants performed a modified Libet paradigm that involved making decisions of different degrees of difficulty. The temporal period between intent and decision (W-MR) was measured according to the degree of decisional difficulty.
Method
Participants Twenty participants were recruited from a pool of undergraduate student volunteers at the University of California, Davis. Six of the twenty anticipated data sets were not included in the remaining analysis due to technical difficulties or early withdrawal. Of the remaining 14 participants (13 females, 18-26 years old), subjects were fluent in English. The participants consented to the study protocol which followed the guidelines approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California, Davis.
Materials and procedure
Each participant was placed at a computer screen and was instructed to listen to a series of statements (samples of stimuli in Appendix 1). The statements were created to have a varying degree of consequences which presumably would render in a varying degree of decision difficulty (e.g. a decision to the statement "I like red more than blue" was assumed to have less consequences and would result in a low difficulty rating. A decision to the statement "To save a village, it's okay to sacrifice a child" would be of greater consequences, and would result in a high difficulty rating). In addition, we also selected the statements that had no absolute or correct answers to ensure the perception for the freedom of choice. Finally, some of the statements were inspired by current events in our community that were relatable to our subject population. For instance, "Plastic bags should be banned" was a controversial topic in our community at the time of our experiment. The statement sound files were spoken by a female speaker and were recorded by Audacity software (1999) . The averaged statement length was 3037.61 ms. The statements were randomized and serially presented using Superlab (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA).
While each statement was being presented auditorily via the computer speakers, an analog circular clock was presented visually on the computer monitor, sharing the same onset time as the statement stimulus. The clock was 10.16 cm in diameter, positioned at the center of the screen, and was viewed from approximately 60 cm. Sixty tick marks were drawn along the circumference; a red dot moved along these tick marks, completing a rotation in 3 s. Each trial concluded at the end of the third clock rotation, lasting 9 s in total trial duration.
Participants were instructed to listen to the statement carefully and to make a decision to agree or disagree with the statement and to indicate their decision by pressing a keyboard key designated as the "Agree" or "Disagree" button. The key assignment was counterbalanced across subjects. The keypress was to occur as soon as the participants knew what their decision was. Participants were also instructed to take a mental note of the position of the red dot on the clock when they felt a decision onset (i.e. "W"). It was emphasized that this was not the time in which they physically pressed the button, but rather the earliest moment in which they became aware of having an inkling toward a decision. At the conclusion of the trial, participants verbally reported this clock value. They also rated the difficulty level of the decision on a Likert scale of 1-5, with "5" being the most difficult.
A total of 10 practice trials and 60 experimental trials were administered.
The procedure is summarized in Fig. 1 .
Analyses
Response time Although traditional response times (RTs) are computed when a motor act is executed, in the current study, we computed RT as the difference between the time in which the statement ended and the moment of decision (W). As in typical cognitive events, an easier task would draw a shorter RT than a difficult task.
W-MR
The time period of W-MR was calculated as the time difference between the moment of decision (W) and the moment of the motor response (MR). This time period reflects the time between the subjective private experience of having an inkling toward a decision and the moment of motor execution.
Difficulty ratings
Participants' ratings were assigned to "easy" and "difficult" categories using a median split.
Results
The temporal relationship between the time of the statement offset, W, and MR are represented in Fig. 2a . The results of the statistical analyses comparing these values according to decisional complexity are described below. Data can be made available upon request.
RT
We first examined the response time as a manipulation check and ensured that RT was shorter for easy decisions than difficult ones. As shown in Fig. 2a , participants made their decision earlier for the easy trials (RT ¼ 2248 ms,
The pattern of results is similar to previous work in decisionmaking literature that has explored higher thought decision- Figure 1 . (a) An experimental trial begins with the presentation of a statement stimulus and a running clock. At the end of the statement, participants were to decide whether they agreed with it, and to take a mental note of the time in which they felt a decision onset by reading from the clock. Subsequently, they pressed a decision button to indicate their decision, and verbally reported the time of the decision onset and the difficulty rating. Each trial concluded in 9 s. (b). In Experiment 2, participants also made additional presses to indicate additional thoughts they had after having had a decision onset. Experiment 2 trials concluded in 12 s.
making (e.g. Krajbich et al., 2010) . Therefore, the RT data serve as validation of our manipulation of easy and difficult decisions.
W-MR as a function of difficulty ratings
We anticipated W-MR to be longer in the difficult trials. Unexpectedly, we observed the opposite: a longer W-MR interval for easy decisions (154 ms, SE ¼ 19) than for difficult ones (99 ms, SE ¼ 18), t(13) ¼ 2.402, g 2 ¼ 0.31, P < 0.04 two-tailed (Fig. 2b) .
Discussion
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to characterize W-MR in a more ecological context. Based on Libet's deliberation-veto hypothesis, we anticipated a shorter W-MR period associated with easy decisions, and longer W-MR period with difficult decisions. However, we observed the opposite: Easy trials were associated with longer W-MR and difficult trials were associated with shorter W-MR. The results are similar to those reported by Haggard and Eimer's work (1999) . In their study, the averaged W-MR in the early W judgment trial was also longer (530 ms) than the W-MR in the late W judgment trials (179 ms). The converging patterns of results from their study and the current study leads to the question of whether the W-MR serves as a deliberation and vetoing window as previously proposed by Libet.
There are several theories that could shed light on our findings, leading to several different possible interpretations. Initially, the data, being the opposite of what was predicted by the deliberation-veto hypothesis, seemed to suggest that the W-MR period was not related to the process of deliberation. After further examination, it is possible that W-MR is involved in the process but not in a straightforward manner as proposed by Libet. Again, if the W-MR window were to serve an evaluation and cancelation purpose, there should be less deliberation in the easy decisions. Based on our findings, we propose, instead, that the results resonate with two distinct decisionmaking approaches for easy and difficult choices. Post interviews suggest that participants felt they reached an easy decision rapidly but spent additional time to reevaluate the decision. This is consistent with the dual process theory in the decision-making literature in which easy decisions are automatic and intuitive, whereas difficult decisions are more deliberative and controlled (e.g. James, 1950; Kahneman and Frederick, 2002; Sloman, 1996) . In the easy decisions trials, participants are likely to arrive at the decision with ease, and then rely on the W-MR window to reevaluate these automatic decisions. In the difficult trials, participants are more actively engaged in the deliberation "before" having an inkling toward a decision. In this manner, consciousness is needed for action but consciousness actually begins outside of the Libet's defined W-MR window.
Alternatively, the results from the current experiment could be attributed to other nondecisional factors, namely time constraint. Due to the fact that there was a time limit (i.e. each trial ended in 9 s), it was possible that the clock time was not sufficient to extensively deliberate on difficult decisions. The participants could have felt the time pressure to produce a motor response before time ran out, resulting in a compressed temporal window between time W and MR in the difficult trials (see Experiment 2).
Experiment 2
Based on the results from Experiment 1, the purpose of Experiment 2 was to examine whether more active evaluation is engaged during the W-MR period in the easy trials. In addition, the experiment was also designed to test whether the effect observed in Experiment 1 could be attributed to time constraint.
Method
Participants A different set of 20 participants was recruited from a pool of research volunteers at the University of California, Davis. Of these, one participant was unable to follow directions and his data were excluded from the analysis. All participants were fluent English speakers. The protocol followed guidelines approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of California, Davis. . Compared to the difficult trials, participants experienced a decisional inkling sooner but waited longer before pressing the button, resulting in a longer W-MR window in the easy trials compared to the difficult trials.
Materials and procedure
The participants were presented with a new series of statement stimuli to ensure that the effect was not specific to the stimuli used in Experiment 1 (samples of stimuli in Appendix 2). Upon the stimulus presentation, the participants were asked to take a mental note of the time of their initial decision (W) by reading the time from the analog clock as well as to rate the level of difficulty. In addition to this procedure, several modifications were also made to address some of the concerns as followed:
To investigate whether re-deliberation was more likely during the W-MR interval of an easy decision, we asked the participants to continue to press a decision button as often as they were aware of a new thought related to the statement, and to do so until satisfied. They were allowed to switch between the AGREE and DISAGREE button throughout the trial. In this manner, the frequency of thoughts as well as the frequency of mind changing would be used as possible markers for deliberation.
In addition, to address the concern regarding time limit, we extended each trial to 12 s (i.e. 4 rotations of the clock). After each trial, we also asked the participants to indicate whether they could have used more time to make a decision. If more time was needed, the trial was excluded from the analysis. 
Results
The temporal relationship between the time of the statement offset, W, and MR are represented in Fig. 3a . The results of the statistical analyses comparing these values according to decisional complexity are described below. Data are available upon request.
Limited time
We first identified and excluded the trials in which participants reported to have needed more time. For the easy decisions, one participant reported needing more time on 1.7% of the easy trials. For the difficult decisions, six participants reported needing more time. The averaged number of difficult trials that were excluded for these individuals was 16.7%.
Time taken to complete a trial
After the exclusion of limited-time trials, the remaining trials were examined whether the last press occurred within the trial period. Overall, as expected, we observed that difficult decisions (10.25 s, SE ¼ 0.19) took longer than the easy ones (9.86 s, SE ¼ 0.26), t(18) ¼ 2.24, g 2 ¼ 0.22, P ¼ 0.038 two-tailed. Importantly, we observed that despite the longer decision making interval for difficult decisions, the completion time did not exceed the trial period; that is, the difficult decisions were made well in advance of when the 12-s trial period ended, t(18) ¼ 9.38, P < 0.001.
RT
Consistent with Experiment 1, the response time for easy trials (RT ¼ 3921 ms, SE ¼ 111) was earlier than difficult ones (RT ¼ 4873 ms, SE ¼ 218), t(18) ¼ 6.38, g 2 ¼ 0.69, P < 0.001; see Fig. 3a .
The results satisfied the manipulation check. Given that the analyzed data were drawn from trials with sufficient decision-making time, the phenomenon, thus, is not reflective of insufficient time resource. W-MR data are represented in Fig. 3b .
W-MR

Frequency of thoughts
It is possible that simple, easy decision-making is an automatic process that occurs prior to conscious awareness. Once the completed decision enters consciousness, the observer goes through a process of verification to confirm the decision. A more complex decision, on the other hand, must first enter consciousness to be deliberated, and then a decision is made.
To explore this hypothesis, we compared the frequency of thoughts during the W-MR interval. If the verification hypothesis were to be supported, we would expect to see a greater frequency of thoughts during the W-MR period of the easy trials as a reflection of the re-evaluation process. In addition, the converse of this hypothesis suggests that the deliberation of difficult decisions precedes the W-MR window instead of within it. Thus, less thinking and fewer thoughts are expected to appear during . Compared to the difficult trials, participants experienced a decisional inkling sooner but waited longer before pressing the button, resulting in a longer W-MR window in the easy trials compared to the difficult trials.
the W-MR window of difficult trials. The data were trending in this direction, but not statistically reliable: the frequency of thoughts for easy (4.66 keypresses, SE ¼ 0.50) was not different from the frequency of thoughts for difficult decisions (4.21 keypresses, SE ¼ 0.60), t(18) ¼ 1.58, g 2 ¼ 0.12, P > 0.10. Given the lack of significance we computed a Bayes factor (Dienes, 2014) to test for sensitivity. We observed a Bayes factor of 0.29, supporting the null hypothesis.
Mind changing rate
Mind changing rate was calculated by assigning a "1" to the trial if at least one of the button presses was different from the others, and a "0" if all the button presses were the same. We observed a higher mind changing rate for the difficult decisions (0.25, SE ¼ 0.29) than for the easy decisions (0.04, SE ¼ 0.01), t(18) ¼ 7.54, g 2 ¼ 0.76, P < 0.001, two-tailed.
Discussion
One of the purposes of the current experiment was to reproduce the effect observed in Experiment 1 but under less rigid temporal constraints and with a new set of stimuli. Having extended the time and excluded trials in which participants felt a temporal constraint, we continued to observe a longer W-MR for easy trials than difficult ones. This replication of Experiment 1 thus rules out time constraints as a contributing factor to the effect. Given the replication, the critical question remains: why is the delay between the time of intent and the time of motor response longer in the easy trials compared to the difficult trials. As discussed in Experiment 1, this could reflect the different roles of the W-MR window during easy and difficult decisions. One speculation is that easy decisions are made automatically, but requires some post-decision time (i.e. the W-MR window) to reevaluate and confirm the decision. The difficult trials on the other hand require effortful deliberation before the decision is reached, and therefore does not need a post-decision window (W-MR) for further deliberation. We approached this hypothesis by quantifying the frequency of thoughts. However, the variable was not statistically different between easy and difficult trials, leaving the need for a different approach to test the hypothesis. We elaborate on this and other alternative hypotheses in the General Discussion section.
General Discussion
The current study examined the possible functions of the W-MR window formerly introduced by Libet (1985) as the veto window. We asked how the length of the W-MR might vary with decisional difficulty as this could provide further insights into the purpose of the W-MR period. Based on Libet's veto hypothesis, and in conjunction with the dual-process theory of decisionmaking, we anticipated the W-MR window to be longer for more complex or difficult choices since greater deliberation would be needed. However, our results were the opposite of this prediction. We found that the W-MR window was longer in the easy trials than in the difficult trials (similar to Haggard and Eimer's, 1999 results for early and late W). If the results were to support the simple veto hypothesis, we would have seen a shorter W-MR window for easy than for difficult trials since less time should be needed for simple deliberation. The opposite observation suggests that the purpose of the conscious W-MR window is not as straightforward as previously assumed by the deliberation-veto theory and that it might vary with decisional difficulty: Our findings suggest that we need a longer W-MR to reevaluate unconsciously initiated decisions than in the consciously engaging difficult trials (see Point I for further discussion).
We offer below points of discussion and possible theories and interpretations of the findings. Point I discusses the possibility that W-MR serves different purposes for easy and difficult decisions. This has also been the focal point of Experiment 2. Point II focuses on the complexity of the experimental task, leading to a competition of cognitive resources and a delayed W report in the difficult trials. Finally, Point III speculates on the different manners in which W reports could be generated and how each could contribute to the W-MR window. These points of discussion are hopeful as the basis for building future investigations to determine the underlying mechanisms of the W-MR effect reported here. Subsequently, the knowledge gained from the current and future studies may help better our understanding of the mechanisms underlying the W-MR window, and possibly help shed light on the function of consciousness.
I. W-MR serves different purposes for easy and difficult decisions
The W-MR window is defined as the period between the perceived moment of intent and the moment of the corresponding motor response. This temporal window, according to Libet (1985) , is when we consciously evaluate and cancel an action, if desired. Based on our results, however, it seems that easy decisions, but not difficult ones, behave in a manner that is consistent with Libet's hypothesis. In the easy trials, the W-MR period was longer than the W-MR for difficult trials. On this interpretation, we speculate that easy decisions are completed faster, but a post-decision reevaluation is needed during the W-MR period to monitor the decision. However, such interpretation does not apply to the results observed in the difficult trials. In these trials, the W-MR window is significantly shorter compared to the W-MR window for the easy trials, leading to the interpretation that the deliberation process occurs prior to the W-MR period and therefore less time is needed to verify the decision that has already been consciously made.
These interpretations are corroborated by previous literature, along with post-experiment interviews and the results from Experiment 2. From the literature, it has been suggested that a more complex decision must first enter consciousness (Soon et al., 2008 (Soon et al., , 2013 for deliberation, and subsequently a decision is made, and the corresponding motor act is executed. From the post-experiment interviews in the current study, some participants reported that decisions in the easy trials came almost immediately that they felt the need to reevaluate the choice before pressing the button to indicate their final decision. On the other hand, the participants felt that a more effortful reasoning took place "prior" to experiencing intent (i.e. time W) in the difficult trials, leaving a minimal need for further deliberation in the defined W-MR window. Moreover, in Experiment 2, the frequency of thoughts was higher during the W-MR period of the easy trials than in the difficult ones, corroborating with the participants' reports.
Based on the observed results and within the Point I discussion, we speculate two explanations as to why W-MR is nonintuitively longer in the easy trials than in the difficult trials. First, it is possible that the W-MR period serves different functions for different decisional complexity. At the easy level, W-MR serves as the deliberation-veto window consistent with Libet's hypothesis. At the difficult level, W-MR plays a minimal role since deliberation would have already occurred prior to time W. In addition to the first explanation, one could also argue that this is due to the operational definition of W. Again, W is defined as the earliest moment in which the agent becomes aware of a decision. For a difficult decision, conscious deliberation must occur "before" reaching time W, leaving little need for further deliberation in the W-MR window. Thus, the W-MR window of the difficult trials may serve primarily as a period for planning and executing a corresponding motor response to the decision rather than as a period of deliberation of the decision itself. One possible way to test for this would be to ask the participants to indicate when they are aware of the meaning of the statement (let us call it "A"). Presumably, when one becomes aware of the meaning of the sentence, the conscious and active deliberation begins. We then would expect A to precede W. The time gap between A and W is expected to be longer in difficult trials than in the easy trials. If this were the case, it would imply that consciousness has begun outside of the W-MR window (as how W-MR is defined by Libet).
II. Task demand
Another possible explanation for the W-MR effect observed in our study may be due to a task-related cognitive demand. A clock-based intention-measuring task, like the one used in the current study, is relatively complex. While having to process the clock visually, participants also were asked to process the statements auditorily and at a meaningful level. Given the task, there could be two mental operations (dual task) competing simultaneously for cognitive resources; i.e., when making a decision and executing the corresponding manual response about a statement (Task 1), and when reading and mentally marking the time on the clock (Task 2). Especially in the difficult trials, such competition could potentially delay the clock reading of W, therefore creating an unintended latency between the processing of the statement and the clock [i.e. increased stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA)]. In turn, delayed clock reading results in later W report, and subsequently a shorter W-MR window for difficult trials (Fig. 4) . This speculation is in parallel with the psychological refractory period seen in dual task paradigms (e.g. Pashler, 1994) . Matsuhashi and Hallet (2008) touched on this possibility when using the Libet clock and have proposed a different way to measure W.
To address this concern, a future study could minimize the involvement of clock reading and see if the W-MR period continues to vary with easy and difficult tasks. If clock removal minimized the effect of decisional difficulty on the W-MR window, it would mean that the observed W-MR effect in the current study is a byproduct of task demand, and therefore the W-MR window does not have a causal role.
III. How is W generated?
A third possible explanation for the observed W-MR period focuses on the origin of W itself. That is, W-MR period could hypothetically be dictated by how, and when, W is experienced and reported. The reporting of W itself could be thought of as a decision-making process in which one must reach a certain threshold or criterion to commit to a W value (drift diffusion model; e.g. Busemeyer and Rapoport, 1988; Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008) . Imagine a case in which the decision to commit to W is quick in the easy trials and slow in the difficult trials. Given a fixed time to complete the motor response, the faster W drift rate in the easy trials would result in committing to an early W that precedes the completion of the corresponding motor response far in advance. On the other hand, the drift rate of a W in the difficult trials is slow, resulting in a late commitment of W that precedes only slightly before the time of the motor response (Timothy Hanks, personal communication, August 2016; see also "variable rate model," Hanes and Schall, 1996) . In this manner, commitment to a W value is the source that dictates the size of the W-MR temporal window.
In addition to the drift diffusion model, it has been shown that the moment of intent (W) could be inferred. For example, Banks and Isham (2009) showed that the moment of W was inferred from the presumed time of action. Others have also shown the influence of contextual information on other forms of subjective time reports (e.g. Haggard et al., 2002; Isham and Geng, 2011; Stetson et al., 2005; Wegner and Wheatley, 1999) . Thus, it is possible that W could vary with presumed decisional characteristics (e.g. if a decision is felt as easy, W is perceived as earlier). This in turn would suggest that the W-MR period does not serve the deliberation purposes and therefore implies a noncausal role of consciousness toward action production.
Another possible explanation why the W-MR window is more compressed in the difficult choices might be related to agency. Past studies on intentional binding (Haggard et al., 2002) suggest that volition and agency modify the perceived time of action and the time of a tone response. Wenke and Haggard (2009) extended this line of research by examining the binding effect in active (participants depressed a key with their finger; such action enhances a sense of agency) and passive actions (a servo motor pushed down the finger that in turn depressed the key; limited sense of agency). The results show greater time compression between the perceived time of action and the perceived time of the tone response in the active condition than in the passive condition. This implies that an increased sense of agency results in a shorter perceived time interval between action initiation and its resulting effect (e.g. a tone). Such results could also be mapped onto the current findings: Making an effortful decision in our study would be in parallel with an active action that possesses a strong sense of agency. In turn, this greater sense of volition associated with the difficult decisions could elicit a stronger form of temporal binding between the perceived time of intent (W) and the time of the motor response.
Future Directions
The current study is a step toward the understanding of the W-MR window. In addition to the possible explanations offered above, future investigation might also benefit from other experimental modifications. For instance, a future study could allow for an unlimited time to make a decision. In such manner, there could be an increase in the perception of volition, and the results from such paradigm could speak more directly to the question of free will. Moreover, a new task could include the option to explicitly veto (withhold) a decision. Although the current study had allowed the participants to change their mind (Experiment 2), they still had to complete a motor response for the initial decision rather than withholding it. Brass and Haggard (2008) described three decision components of intentional action: what, when, and whether. The what component is related to which action of the available alternatives to execute (e.g. in our case, to agree or disagree). The when component reflects the decision of when to perform an action (e.g. in our case, to press the button corresponding to the decision in the what component). The whether component is related to the decision of whether to execute an action or not (e.g. when asked to cancel an action in a Libet-type paradigm, or in a go/no-go task). Based on this model, the whether component is not present in our study. In a future investigation, by asking participants to withhold their decision we could speak more directly to Libet's veto hypothesis.
In addition, it might be worthwhile to assess the deliberative process more rigorously from a first-person perspective. For instance, a future study could ask the participants to speak their thoughts out loud as they begin the deliberative process. Moreover, a structured post-experiment interview that directly assesses when the participants reach a decision and whether they deliberate before and/or after the decision would also be another approach toward verification of the hypothesis that reevaluation and deliberation are associated with easy and difficult decisions, respectively.
Final Remarks
We report here a reproducible phenomenon relating the W-MR window to decisional complexity. We found the W-MR window to be shorter in the difficult trials and longer in the easy trials. Although the underlying mechanisms are currently unknown, our study raises questions about the temporal window of consciousness, and the function of Libet's veto window. We have suggested possible factors to be investigated in future studies. Once the underlying mechanisms are identified, this time window could help answer the question of whether consciousness has a function.
